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Abstract:
The purpose of this thesis is to organize and define a functional sixth grade
speech curriculum. This curriculum includes working units for the
informative, demonstrative, and persuasive types of speech. Organized
packets for students to complete are included with each unit. These three
speech types are also major writing focus areas in sixth grade written
expression curriculum, and so this speech curriculum is reinforcing of the
sixth grade language arts standards for the state of Illinois. These units
were developed and implemented during the author's volunteer and student
teaching experiences in sixth grade classrooms over the course of two
semesters. Adaptations such as: extended time lengths, word banks,
organizational assistance, and direct instruction teaching methods were also
applied to increase the success rate of students with special needs.
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1. Rationale: Why Teach Speech?
Every speaker, regardless of the topic or style of speech, has only one goal:
to give the listener a message. Whether the speaker's intention is to persuade,
inform, or teach the audience, the objective of every speech is to leave the
audience with a new, or newly explained, idea. To ensure that an audience leaves a
presentation reeling from the new information, a new perception, or from an
understanding that they did not previously have, requires an appreciation of the
many facets of speaking. Any speaker can prepare a speech and teach an audience a
new concept. An excellent speaker, however, possesses skills to: prepare a speech
with attention to detail, actively engage his audience, maintain the audience's
attention throughout his speech, and influence an audience to contemplate and
possibly act upon the topic after the speech is long over.
To be aware of and to successfully utilize these speaking skills is the key to
giving a memorable, affective, and effective speech. Though one may argue that
the content of a speech is the most significant aspect, how that content is
organized, accessorized, and relayed is possibly more important. Thus, the goals of
this sixth grade speech unit are multi-oriented:
1. Students will apply the general rules and organization patterns while giving
the follOWingtypes of speeches:
a) How to/Demonstration Speech
b) Informative Speech on a Mystery Person
c) Persuasive Speech
2. Students will be able to identify and apply the characteristics of an
effective speaker.
3. Students will use manipulatives, materials, and/or technology in their
speeches.
4. Students will learn how to prepare for each of the three types of speech.
Public speaking is vital in the everyday, real-life situations of students as
they must communicate constantly with many different people. Teaching students
how to speak well in public gives them yet one more "tool" for successful
communication. These speaking tools will benefit them both in the context of this
speaking unit and in the events of their everyday lives. No matter what their
career choices, students will always need speaking tools to call upon and use
correctly.

2. Speech Unit Long Term Objectives
1. Students will apply the general rules and organization patterns for giving the
following types of speeches:
a) Howto/Demonstration Speech
b) Informative Speech about a Mystery Person
c) Persuasive Speech
2. Students will identify and apply the characteristics of an effective speaker
while giving a speech.
3. Students will use manipulatives, materials, and/or technology to support the
speech topic.
4. Students will prepare each of the three types of speeches during the speech
unit.

3. The Three Cs
a) Clarity - Be accurate and to the point. State your ideas clearly and
simply. If you need to use a technical or uncommonterm, define it for the
audience by using an analogy, comparison, or definition. This states the point
clearly and quickly to the audience instead of requiring them to define the
word through the speech context.
b) Conciseness - Be as brief as possible. Don't ramble while you speak.
Audiences usually do not want to hear large quantities of information, and so
tune speaker out when they feel that what is being said is unimportant.
Focus on the important details in the subject matter, and try not to talk
about ideas loosely related to your topic.
c) Completeness - Start with an idea and finish it. Do not leave your
audience dangling by raiSing a point and then not completing the idea. This
typically confuses and sometimes frustrates the audience. If you require
taking a few extra minutes to complete an idea, do so with confidence. If
you appear unconfident in your knowledge or leave an idea hanging, the
audience may feel that you do not know as much about the topic as you are
trying to suggest. Your goal is to make your audience feel that they know
more about the subject than they did before you spoke, so take the time to
answer their questions clearly and completely.

a

4. Be Yourself and Don't Compare
Just as you have chosen and prepared the topic of your speech.you should
give your speech in the way you want. This means that whil ano~
speaker
may use jokes, gestures, words, or phrases that you do not
ically e to
grab the audience's attention, do not try to imitate their u ique traits 0
impress your audience. Every presenter uses natural and i nate +endenci s
while speaking. Though you may expect to improve your s ech by using
those of another speaker, unless these idiosyncrasies are well rehearsed,
automatic, and appropriate, you will not appear fully comfbrtcble while
speaking. A speaker should be prepared, however, to ac¢pt constructive
criticism regarding his speaking style. While a habit maYseem natural and
comfortable to a speaker, to his audience it may appear ~istracting or
irritating. Repeatedly saying "urn" or ·you know" are tw examples of what an
observer might suggest a speaker discontinue. In such n instance, it is in
the speaker's best interest for both presentation style nd topic to
decrease such behaviors.

5. Be Original While KnowingYour Audience
Good speakers are original and creative when presen ing topic. The
any speaker is to make their speech and themselves e orable to th
audience. It is important to develop and present a s
in the man
feel most comfortable. Along the same lines, however y u should a
make your audience feel comfortable, too. Use analog , quotes, or
known stories to familiarize the audience with what y u e discussin
use your own unique themes and points to motivate an
ove the oudi
Present in a manner that shows you are confident in y u knowledge
opinion to assure the audience that your views are 0
ith which t
should consider agreeing. Your approach should reflec
hat you app
the different types of people with whom you are spea i ; such reco
will engage and persuade your audience greatly.

r you
mpt to
ell, but

6. Be Organized
The most important component to any successful spee is its organ ation.
If a speech is not organized according to its type, the
dience will ce too
many organizational obstacles to understand and appre ate the con nt of
it. A speaker should not force his audience to reorgani
or catego i e what
they are hearing. If this happens, the audience is less I kely to liste to and
engage in the theme of the speech. Thus, follOWingge ralorganiz
ional
guidelines for each type of speech helps the speaker
his conte tin
order while assisting the audience in understanding wh they are h ring.
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7. Accessorize Your Speech
Many speakers choose to support or enhance their spe h with vis
handouts, or manipulatives. The key concept in using s h accessori
they should enhance the speech. Accessories should n t be the fo
speech, nor should they detract from the content of it Accessori
help in organizing the content of a speech in a visual m nner, and th
serve as physical reminders to the listeners of what w discussed.
checklist written by R. A. Nack (1989) regarding the u e of visual a
handouts follows on the next page.
I

8. Practice Makes Perfect
Practicing a speech before it is given offers the speak r many ben
First, it allows a speaker the chance to smooth kinks a d eliminate
problems that may have arisen during the final presen tion. Prac
allows a speaker to become more comfortable and flue t in the or
and content of the speech. Rehearsing assists the spe ker in appe
comfortable, and reduces the need to read directly fr m notecard
papers, which may make him seem unorganized or unpr
red. Fin
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practicing a speech decreases nervous habits and incr
the pas tive ones,
such as the use of gestures, aids, and eye contact. Co tr ctive cr ticism is
key to making a good speech a great one, and allows the saker to ncrease
his focus on what he is saying and not how he is saying i.
propos d
checklist (Nack 1989) for critique and feedback follow +h page 0 visual
aids and handouts.
9. Credible Sources
Credible sources are vital for any speech that requires
an idea. Since every speech type requires proof or sup
, it is i
rtant
for a speaker to use credible sources in his speech. A re ible sou ce is one
that gives information about a topic that is valid and re iab e. The
tional
Enquirer or the television magazine show, Extra, are no cr dible s urces of
information. u.S. News and World Report, encyclopedi , ime ma zine, CD
Roms, and certain Internet sites are all examples of cr di Ie sour s. When
using Internet sources, however, one must be careful t at the aut or or
producer of the web site is a credible source, as any pe so can cr ate a web
site including both legitimate and fictitious informatio . C edible ources
are important to use because a speaker wants his ideas to e sup rted by
well-known and trusted sources. Credibility may sway n a dience owards
agreeing with the speaker's opinions in a persuasive spe ch, or it
encourage an audience to believe a speaker during an in or ative
matter what speech type is, credible sources are extr me
supporting the author's thesis.
10. Using Attention-Getters
The opening statement of any speech must catch the a e tion of he
audience. It must make the listeners want to hear wh t it is that he
speaker has to say. Three successful approaches for avi g a str ng opening
statement are the use of a question, quote, or surprisi g s ateme
Beginning a speech with a question, whether it requir
th audie
their own background knowledge or is rhetorical, empo er the li
think from the start. Likewise, a quote from a well-kn wn person
the audience by making them feel that they are famili r w th the opic.
Finally, a surprising statement related to the topic cap ur the a
the audience and makes them want to hear what it is e ac Iy that
speaker has to say. Listeners typically do not actively eng ge in a
that begins in a boring fashion, and so must be compell d y the s
ker to
want to listen to every word that is being said. Atten ion- tter are vital
to persuading an audience to listen to all of the conte of a spee h.

\
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11. Brief Introduction to Using Microsoft PowerPoint
Using technology to support and visually organize a speech is an ex lien way 0 keep the
audience focused on the speech content. Microsoft PowerPoint is prog am at engages
the audience while keeping the speaker's thoughts organized witho the nee for notes.
The following information is a basic introduction to the creation a d appl cati n of
PowerPoint projects. For further information on how to teach the use 0 Pow rPoint,
please see this website:
http://ehow.comlpopupsIFramer.asp?ehowid=11853&location=http%3A1lsunsite.net.edu.cnltoria

s/tmg-power/

How to Create a New PowerPoint Docunent by Carol A. Ranalli
PowerPoint is a powerful presentation graphics application. You ca use i to
screen slide shows, produce handouts for your audience, and orga ize a
speaker notes.
,.,

1. Open PowerPoint. 2. In the box that appears, select either the Auto ont
which will walk you through the process of creating a PowerPoint resen atio
Presentation to create your own presentation from scratch; or Te plat. Yo
existing presentations from this window. 3. If you chose the wiz d, fo low
instructions to create your presentation. 4. If you chose Templat , sel ct a
from the list that appears. A preview of the template appears to he ri ht
Click OK when you've selected the template you want. 5. If you c ose Ian
or Template, select a layout for your first slide, then click OK.If the
wt
doesn't open when you open PowerPoint, select New from the File menu. In
appears, click the Wizard or Blank Presentation icons or click the Prese tat
Presentations tabs to select a template.

nt wizard,
; Blank
can also open
he
emplate
the list.
resentation
plate box
e box that
n Designs or

Iil

The templates provide a basic background design for your slides.
elements - headlines, a bulleted list, a chart and so on - to the te
blank slide. When you choose a layout, it applies only to the first
new slide, you'll be able to pick a new layout for that slide.

adds other
ground or
ver you add a

How to Select a Template in PowerPoint by Carol A. Ranalli
1. Open PowerPoint.
2. Click the Template radio button in the PowerPoint window,the
3. Select either the Presentations or Presentation Designs tab.
4. Select one of the templates and preview it to see if you want

click OK.
0

use it, t

lI

n select OK.

Ii)

5. Select the slide layout you want to use and design your present
background applied to all your slides, while the layout is the arran ment of bjects on
that background - title, bulleted lists, charts, pictures. Any layout can be ap lied to any
template. If you are already working in PowerPoint, go to the File enu a d elect New,
then begin with step 3 above. Select a layout for each new slide y u add 0 t e
presentation; use the first layout you pick only for the first slide. ou ca c nge the
template applied to a presentation by opening the Format menu an choo ing pply Design
Template, then selecting the template you want and clicking OK.

How to Select a Slide Layout in PowerPoint by Carol A. Ranalli
You can change the layout of a PowerPoint slide anytime during th desig
layout is the basic arrangement of objects (text, chart, title, bull ted li ,
on) on the slide.
l.Go to the slide whose format you want to ch nge.
2.Go to the Format menu and select Slide Lay ut.
3.Select the layout you want to use and click t e Rea p
4.Enter the slide content or reformat it accor ingly.
A template is different from a layout. The t mplat p
background (lines, colors, shading boxes, an so on fo
content. Any layout can be applied to any te plate.

cess. A
cture, and so

vides a
the slide's

How to Navigate Through a PowerPoint Presentation b Carol A. Ranal i
I
Ii)

PowerPoint provides several ways to move from slide to slide in a
Select either the Slide or Normal (Windows only) view to use the
Press Page Up or Page Downto move to the previous or next slide
the first slide by pressing Ctrl+Home (Windows) or Command-Ho
last slide by pressing Ctrl+End (Windows) or Command-End (Mac

I
!

resen at n.
keybo d ommands:
respe ti Iy. Move to
e (Ma
). Move to the
S).
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You can also use the vertical scroll bar on the right side of the windowt s 011 through
the slides. In Outline or Slide Sorter view, you can double-click 0 a slid
n to view that
slide.
How to Create a Bulleted List Slide in PowerPoint b Carol A. analli
Bulleted lists work well in slide presentations because they're an effici nt
information in a concise, easy-to-understand manner.

ay to deliver

Iil

1. Go to the toolbar and click the New Slide button. 2. Select the ulleted Li t layout in
the New Slide windowand click OK. 3. Go to the title placeholder i the sli
once in the Click to Add Title section. 4. Type the title of the bull ted list
Click once in
the Click to Add Text Box section and begin typing the bulleted lis infor a ion. 6. Press
Return or Enter after each list item. 7. Save this slide by going to he File
nu and
selecting Save. To create a secondary bullet, press the Tab key at he be i ing of the
line. Press the Tab key again to create a tertiary bullet. The first ord of e ch line is
automatically capitalized. For professional slide copy, make sure y ur bull
statements
are parallel in structure - that is, they're all complete sentences 0 all no n hrases or all
gerund phrases and so on. Make sure your readers can identify wh t your
leted list is a
list of. Is it a list of company goals? A list of current successes? on't mi pples and
oranges in one list.
For more information on teaching and using PowerPoint, go to this
http://ehow.com

Adapted from Ranalli, C.A.(1999). -How to Use PowerPoint." Onli . eH w
Internet. 7 Sept. 1999. Available: eHow.com

eb Server.

Visual Aids and Handouts
• VISUAL AIDS
1. Place charts, graphs, quotations, statistics or even question on poste s.
2.
Keep all written material legible. Avoid placing too much inf rmation none
poster. A visual aid is only as supportive as it is legible and irect.
3.
Be sure to keep the audience posted with each topic as you each it. ignpost:
Gesture as you say first, second, third.
4.
Refer to the poster as you speak. Gesture or actually walk
to it from time to time.
5.
If you have several posters, practice with them ahead of ti e so th ·r use fits
smoothly into your report. Handle them effectively and sk IIfully.
6.
Be sure to use firm poster board so that it willstand uprig t and no
as you are speaking.
7.
If an easel is not available, substitute. A chair or chalk tr
easel in an emergency.
8.
Posters and handouts used together are effective if not 0 erdone. void
having so many aids or props that the spoken word takes s cond pIa e. These
devices should support but not dominate .
• HANDOUTS
1. If handed out prior to speaking, be sure to speak to the pints exac Iyas they
appear on the handout.
2. Don't include large quantities of information, or have too any hand uts. If you
do, the audience will read and shuffle papers instead of Ii ening to ou.
3. If you have several papers, consider passing them out as y u get to ch
concept. This may, however, break the train of thought a d detrac from the
message if not done successfully.
4. Tell the audience in advance if you plan to hand out summ ries or m terial at
the end of your presentation. This relieves the pressure f noteta ing.
5. Find aSSistants. Coach someone to hand out materials at roper ti
. Instruct
them to distribute quickly and in a manner that does not i vite com ents,
asides, or conversation. Counting out materials for each ow or tab e in advance
speeds things up. Two or more assistants are recommend d for lar e groups.

Critique Your Delivery
Remind yourself about delivery technique. Ask someone t( critique ¥ou
based on the folloWing:
_____
_____

Volume
Rate

_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____
_____

Pronunciation
Avoids Distractions rah" "um" ·you know" ·okay"
"well" ·now" "and uh")
Enthusiasm
Eye Contract
Gestures
Stands, Walks, Moves Correctly
Use of Lectern
Use of Notecards
Use of Pause
Attitude

_____
____
_____

Use of Visual Aids/Handouts
Length (time)
Adequate Rehearsal

WHAT WAS WELL DONE?

I
"

I
WHA T COULD BE IMPROVED?

Demonstration Speech Unit
SECTION 2 CONTENTS
1. Unit Plan
2. Daily Lesson Plans
3. Teacher's Model Speech
4. Speech Packet: -Everything You Need to Give a Demonstra ion Spee

"

Unit Plan: Demonstration Speech
1. Rationale: The purpose of this unit is to teach the studen s how to
prepare, write, and give a speech demonstrating a task. t is imp rtant
for students to learn and know how to demonstrate a ta k to oth rs, as
this is a vital part of communicating with people.
2. Objective: Given a Demonstration Speech Outline, stud nts will
independently write and orally present a 3-5 minute sp ch in
demonstrating a task with manipulatives/materials and ollowing he
syllabus guidelines for a demonstration speech with no ore tha 1 error
in each category for this unit.
3. Pre/Post Assessment:
* Pre-Assessment: On the first day that the unit i presen ed to the
students, they will give a 30-second speech introdu ing the selves to
the class. At this time, the speaking characteristi s noted i the
Demonstration Speech Syllabus will be monitored
d discus ed to
define each student's speaking abilities before ins ruction i
presenting a type of speech.
* Post-Assessment: Students will be evaluated on their ab lity to
write, organize, and present a speech demonstrati
how to perform a
task. The rubric that they will be graded by is inc uded.
4. Vocabulary and Decoding:
There is no vocabulary to be taught in this unit. n place 0
vocabulary, however, basic speech rules will be ta ght. Th e rules
include:
a.
Keep eye contact with the audience
b.
Use a loud and appropriate (inflection) voic .
c.
Speech should be at least 3-5 minutes long
d.
Use materials and be prepared.
e.
Materials are appropriate and organized.
f.
Speech is organized and follows the Demo stration Speech
Outline.
I
These rules will be taught and reviewed in the 24th less ns, and the
students will be given a written quiz on these Ie sons on t e 5th day
of instruction.

\
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These rules will be taught and reviewed in the 2-4th I sons, a d the
students will be given a written quiz on these lessons n the 5t day
of instruction.
5. Resources/Special Activities:
The students will be given a Speech Packet that cont ins all of the
handouts, writing pages, and information they will n
to com lete
the Speech Unit. As a special modeling activity, the eacher ill
perform a demonstration speech for the students. F nally, th
students will participate in partner activities to prac ice thei
speeches, and they will give their speeches in front f the en ire class
at the end of the unit.
6. Lesson Plans: Please see the attached daily lesson plans

Demonstration Speech: Daily Lesson lans

Behavioral Objective: Given the prompt, "introduce yourself to the class in a 30
second, impromptu speech," students will independently and ver IIygive 30
second speech discussing any aspect about themselves to the c s for this lesson.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Introduce the concept/rationale for why speech is taught.
2. Define Demonstration Speech - A speech which explains ho
something.
3. Students will give a 30 second impromptu speech about the selves t the entire
class to ·warm" them to the concept of standing in front 0 an audien e.
4. End class with overview of the unit (learn how to give a de onstratio speech,
write the speech, practice with peers and at home, give th final de onstration
speech).
5. Homework: Students must think of 2 or more demonstration speech topic ideas
to share in class tomorrow.

Behavioral Objective: Verbally given the choice of 2 to do a emonstra ion speech
on, each student will independently and orally select 1topic 0 their cho ce for
their demonstration speech for this lesson.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Ask students for their demonstration speech topic ideas, write list n the board
(topics must include materials that can be performed in c ass.)
2. Each student must choose five topics off of list and writ these ch
packet on the topic page.
3. Each student will orally tell the teacher which topic they ant to pent
on,
and the teacher will write the list down for reference. S udents w"1Iwrite their
topic selection on the topic page.
4. Homework: Word Search in speech packet.

Behavioral Objective: Given a fill-in-the-blank worksheet wi h 9 state ents and 9
words in a word bank, students will identify the missing key ords to t e speech

rules and will write them into the blanks with 7 or more correct answers or this .
lesson.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Review Demonstration Speech definition.
2. Overview: Today's lesson is the rules of a demonstration s echo
3. Teacher writes speech rules on the board, students copy th e in the
rules page of the packet. Discuss each rule with students a d identif
example of how each rule is/is not applied in a speech.
4. Teacher performs a demonstration speech on how to make a peanut b
jelly sandwich. Teacher may choose to make errors during resentati
5. Teacher prompts discussion on whether all of the speech ru es were f
students give examples of how the rules were/were not foil wed.
6. Homework: Fill-in-the-blank worksheet in packet. Study rules for sp
quiz on day 5.

speech
an
tter and
n.
llowed:
ch rules

Behavioral Objective: Given the five general demonstration sp ech rules each
student will independently and orally state an example or a non example or one of
the five rules during whole-group discussion correctly for this esson.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Review demonstration speech definition.
2. Students dictate orally the five speech rules, teacher writ s each on the board.
3. Teacher models 3-5 examples and non-examples of random peech ru es, then
has each student state an example or non-example of one 0 the five rules.
4. Teacher addresses concept of using an attention-getter at the begin ing of the
speech (use a question, quote, or surprising statement). M del 1-2 of each of
the 3 types of attention-getters.
5. Have 6 or more students give an example of the three ty
of atten iongetters. Students write these types on the "Speech Hints' page of
speech packets.
6. Homework: Word Scramble to review speech rules, study or Demo
Speech Rules quiz on Day 5.

Behavioral Objective: Given a written, 6 question quiz on the emonstra ion speech
rules, students will independently write the 5 speech rules an the defin tion of a
demonstration speech with 5 or more answers correctly defin d for this quiz.

Lesson Implementation:
1. Give speech rules quiz. For students with special needs, give a fill-in-t
quiz with 1-2 key words missing from each statement. Stud nts who c
their quizzes can correct the word scramble worksheet off f overh
2. Have students open speech packet to Outline page.
3. Discuss each part of the outline with the students, answer a questio
may have regarding how to fill in the outline. Have students give orall
directions on filling in an example outline using the teachers teps for
peanut butter and jelly demonstration speech from Day 3. ( eacher s
in the first and second parts on the attention-getter and s
ch topic
overview.)

e-blank
mplete

they
dictated
is/her
ould fill

Behavioral Objective: Given a speech outline and the directio
attention-getter for the demonstration speech, each student ill indepen ently
write a question, quote, or statement attention-getter, and the will writ what
they will be talking to the audience about on the demonstration speech 0 line in
their packets with no errors for this lesson.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Review demonstration speech rules and definition.
2. Review how to fill in the speech outline.
3. Students will independently fill in the first two parts of th
eacher
assists students as needed in correctly filling these two pa
hecks to
make sure students are using a question, quote, or surprisin stateme t as an
attention-getter.
4. Homework: Finish the two introduction steps in the speech/outline.
r

Day 7

I

Behavioral Objective: Given a speech outline and the direction
for a demonstration speech, each student will independently a
steps for performing their speech task on the demonstration
included in their packets, missing no more than one step in the
consecutive lessons.

to write he steps
d correctl write the
peech out ine page
process f r two

Lesson Implementation:
1. Do a quick check to see that each student completed the f rst two in roduction
sections of the speech outline.
2. Give students 10 minutes to pair off and critique each oth r's attenti n-getters
and overview statements.

3. Review the body section of the outline which requires stude ts to fill i the
procedural steps of the demonstration task. Use the model utline fill d in with
the teacher's peanut butter and jelly speech.
4. Students can use rest of the time to fill in the steps of the ask porti n.

Behavioral Objective: Given a speech outline and the directions 0 write t e steps
for a demonstration speech, each student will independently an correctl write the
steps for performing their speech task on the demonstration s
ch outli
page
included in their packets, missing no more than one step in the rocess fo two
consecutive lessons.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Review how to fill in the body section of the outline on the eps of t e speech.
2. Give students duration of class time to fill in the steps sec ion.
3. If students are finished, they can critique other students' teps and/ r see the
teacher for suggestions.
4. Homework: Finish filling in the steps of the demonstration peech.

I
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Behavioral Objective: Given a speech outline and the directio
to write
conclusion for a demonstration speech, each student will inde ndentlya d
correctly write a conclusion which summarizes the topic and st ps of the
demonstration speech for this lesson.

I
Lesson Implementation:
~I
1. Pair students together and have the", critique one another s speech s eps. Have
the partners focus on any identifying any steps that may b missing f om the
speech.
2. Review how to fill in the conclusion of the speech from the teacher's
anut
butter and jelly speech outline. Emphasize that the concl ion shoul : a)
summarize the main points of the speech, and b) bring the speech to
conclusive end.
3. Give students duration of class time to write their conclusions and e
speech steps.
4. Homework: Complete the speech outline.
I

I

I

I

Day 10
Behavioral Objective: Given a speech outline and the directions to write the four
components of a demonstration speech, each student will inde ndently a d
correctly write an attention-getter and speech overview, the s eps of a recess,
and a conclusion which summarizes the topic and steps of the d monstra ion speech
following the correct speech organization rules for this lesson.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Pair students together to critique one another's conclusio
approximately 10 minutes.
2. Divide students into groups of 4 and have them edit each 0 the othe three
students'speeches. Students must write 3 positive comme ts and 1suggestions for improving the speech on a sheet of notebo k paper.
3. Have students edit their own speeches using their partner 'comment for the
duration of the class.
4. Homework: Students will edit their speeches, and will writ
a final c py using a
new outline.
Day 11
Behavioral Objective: Given a speech materials list, each stud nt will in ependently
write down every material that he needs for his speech with 2 or less mi sing
materials for this lesson.
Lesson Implementation:
I
1. Check to make sure that each student has a final copy of t e speech utline
completed.
2. Discuss the materials list included in the speech packet.
odel how 0 fill it in
by doing one as a whole class on the peanut butter and jell speech m terials.
3. Give students duration of class time to fill in the material list, edit he final
speech outlines, and to begin practicing their speeches wit partners
4. Have students sign up for speech dates on the teacher's Ii t.
5. As students practice their speeches, have their partners ill out c " peech
Practice" grid citing three positive statements and three reas of th speech
presentation which need improvement.
6. Homework: Practice the speech at home with 2 people an have the fill out a
critique form listing three positives and three areas to im rove.

Day 12

Behavioral Objective: Given the teacher's direction to practice
speech with three different partners and to use the partner su
the speech as the students practice, each student will orally pr
speech to three or more partners using the 4 or more of the s
lesson.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Review the speech rules with students, writing them on the
2. Review with students how to fill in the speech practice pa
class into groups of 4.
3. Have the students practice and critique each other's speec
4. Homework: Students must practice their speeches 2 tim
people outside of school. Their practice speeches must be
observers using the practice pages.
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Day 13 - Day 15

Behavioral Objective: Given 3-5 minutes to present a speech nd the s ech
outline, each student will orally present a demonstration spee h USingth necessary
materials and will meet 12 or more criterion on the demonstra ion speec rubric (15
points total) for this lesson.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Orally review the speech rules as a whole group.
2. Students begin giving the demonstration speeches in the rder that they Signed
up for, and the teacher grades each speech with the dem nstration peech
rubric.
3. After every speech has been completed, the teacher will eturn the speech
rubrics to the students.

Name,_-+--_-+-- __

Ms. Klein's Demonst atio
Speech Outline
Topic:

0

What are you going to demonstrate to th

'-rod

[5\)

\.0.
\l.

EVERYTHING ~O
NEED TO
GIVE A
DEMONSTRA
0
SPEECH

~eech
NAME

Sign-Ue

DAY/DATE

TOP]C

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

i

1

Demonstration Speech Topics
** List the top 5 Demonstration Speech topics that you ~ould
like to speak about during your speech.
I

1

l

i

.------------------------~---+---I
i

2.

~--~----

3.

~--~----

4.

~--~----

5.

~--~----

-----------------------------1--------I

My Demonstration Speec~ topic is:
I

I

SPEECHUNIT WO DS
Find the words below in this word search!
You win 'earn more about these words in our Speec Unit!
Good luck!
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eye contact
demonstration
organized
prepared
speech

I

voice

I

materials
practice
speaker·

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I

I

I
i

I

I
I
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Speech Rules
1..

---+-_--1- __

2.

--+-_--+--_

3.

--+--_--1-_

4.,

~ __ ~--

5.

-+-_-1--_

6.

A demonstration speech is

------------------~--~--.

Fill-in-the-Blanks
n
the Speech Rule
Use the following words to fill in the blanksl
prepared
demonstration

loud voice
order

minutes
eye contact

1. A speaker should always have
audience.

materi Is
practic s

-+_ with

is

I
I

2. A speaker should use a
audience so that everyone can hear.

whJn speaki g to the

l

3. You should be

to give your spee hl

4. A good speaker

before giving

5. A speaker should have all of his
speaks.
6. A good speech goes in
7. In class we are doing

-+1

speech.
ready tfore

he

'

speeches.

8. Our demonstration speeches are at least 2-3 __
long.

--+-__

9. My demonstration speech topic is

-+

--+__

_

I

Speaking Hint~;

I

I

Demonstration Spe ch
Unscramble each of the clue words. Copy the lette s in th numbered
squares to squares below with the same number.
hen you are
finished, you will have unscrambled a message abou speaki gl
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This puzzle was created at www.puzzlemaker.com
Developers, Inc.
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Demonstration Speech Qui z
on Rules
1.

2.

3.
I
!

4.
I

I
I
I

5.

---1---

6.

--.j._-01--_

Name._-+-_--r-- __

Ms. Klein's Demonstr4~tior'
Speech Outline
Topic:

-+--_-+-__

Opening Statement (Catch the listener's a~tentiom'):
I

I
I

i
I

I
I

What are you going to demonstrate to the audience?
I

i

I

List the steps you need to demonstrate your speech,

I

i
I

I

Conclusion (Summarize what you have show ed the
audience.):

I

I

I

Demonstration Speech Mater -ials·
In my speech

I

I wi II need and use:

1.
2·

3·
I

4·
5·
6·

7·

8·
9·
10.

I

i

I

NAME

Speech Practice
I practiced my speech with:
3 Positive Things I Did.

3 Things I Ne,sd to

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

I practiced my speech with:
3 Positive Things I Did.

11'1 ~prove.

I

3 Things I Need to I nprove.

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

I
I

Demonstration

Speech Rubric

Name:

Date:
Topic:

Po nts

Area of Speech
Keep eye contact with the audience.
Use a loud and appropriate voice.
Speak for no less than 3-5 minutes.
All of your materials are ready!
Attention-getter used at the beginning of
the speech.
Use appropriate gestures, avoid distracting
gestures.
Show expression/enthusiasm while speakinq.
Appear comfortable and confident in
material knowledge.
Note cards are used appropriately. (Do not
read from them.)
Avoid distracting phrases. (-um," ·you know,"
-like")
Voice inflection used appropriately. (Do not
use a monotone voice.)
Speech is concise. (Do not ramble.)
Speech is complete. (Ideas are fully
discussed.)
Ideas are stated clearly. (Clarity)
Speech content is in order.

0

C.5

1

0

C.5

0

C.5
(,5

1
1
1

<'5

1

0

<'5

1

0

1

0

<'5
<'5

0

C.5

1

0

(~.5

1

0

0.5

1

0
0

0.5

1

~.5

1

0
0

~.5
),5

1

0
0

'Total points:

1

1

115 points

Teacher comments:

A = 13.5 - 15 points
B = 12 - 13 points
C = 10.5 - 11.5 points
D = 9 - 10 points
F = 8.5 or less points

I

Informative Speech About a Mystery erson nit
SECTION 3 CONTENTS
1. Unit Plan
2. Daily Lesson Plans
3. Teacher's Model Speech
4. Speech Packet: Mystery Person Speech Packet

Unit Plan: Informative

Speech about a Mys ery Per on

1. Rationale: The purpose of this unit is to teach students ho to pre
and give a speech in which they inform the audience about a person. tis
important for students to be able to research specific info mation, a d then to
communicate the information about that person to other pe pie. Ex rience in
researching and speaking about a mystery person may be ge ralized 0 the
daily skills of organizing and communicating information abo t any su ject to
other people.
2. Objective: Given the directions to choose and research 5 s
information about a mystery person, each student will inde
orally present a 3-5 minute speech on that mystery person
aids, a costume, and students will meet 16 or more criterion
person speech rubric (20 points total) for this unit.
3. Pre/Post Assessment:
• Pre-Assessment: On the first day that the unit is pres
students, they will be required to list as many importan
or characteristics as they can. This will serve as an inf
the students' awareness of the characteristics and ex
speech.
• Post-Assessment: Students will be evaluated in their a
write, organize, and present a speech on a mystery pers
using the Mystery Person Speech Rubric.

ecific points of
ndently rite and
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speech c mponents
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earch,
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4. Vocabulary and Decoding:
There is no vocabulary to be taught in this unit. In place 0 vocabula ,
however, basic speech rules will be reinforced from the De onstrati n Unit.
These rules include:
a. Keep eye contact with the audience.
b. Use a loud and appropriate (inflection) voice.
c. Speech should be at least 3-5 minutes long.
d. Use materials and be prepared.
e. Speech is given in the first person (uses "I" and "m ").
f. Speech is organized and follows the Mystery Perso Speech utline.
g. Speech includes five or more points of interest as s cified i class.
5. Resources/Special Activities:
Students will receive a Mystery Person Speech Packet n which t ey will
keep notes and research during this unit. Students will also obse ve a model

speech by the teacher on a mystery person, for which t
teacher's use of the speech rules with the mystery per
Finally, the students will participate in partner activiti
will practice their speeches, and they will give their s
entire class at the end of the unit.

ey will critique the
on speec rubric.
during w ich they
ches in f ant of the

I

6. Lesson Plans: Please see the attached daily lesson plans.

** This unit

may be adapted to teach students speech ~

includi a generic
informative speech. a self-introduction speech or introduci~ a per n (3rd
person perspective).
I
,I

Lesson Plans: Informative

Speech about a Myst ry Per on

Behavioral Objective: Given the prompt, "identifv as man speech
characteristics as you can," students will work as a group nd will 0 ally state 12
or more of the 15 speech characteristics discussed in the Demonst ation
Speech unit for this lesson.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Review the speech characteristics by having students list 12 or ore of
those graded in the Demonstration Speech rubric fro the pre ious unit.
2. Have students write the following speech characteri
ics in the r writing
journals under the title "Rules for a Good Informative Speech a out a
Mystery Person."
a) Keep eye contact with the audience; do not read f om your n tecards.
b) Use a loud and appropriate voice; use voice inflecti n.
c) Speech should be 3-5 minutes long.
d) Use visual aids or materials to support your speec .
e) Wear a costume appropriate to your mystery pers n.
f) Give your mystery person speech in the first pers n.
g) Speech is chronologically organized and follows th generalperson outline."
h) Speech includes five or more of the points sugges ed for r
i) Speech begins with one of the three attention-ge
ers.
j) Speech is clear, concise, and complete.
3. Briefly discuss each of these points. They are both a review an an overview
of what will be learned during the Informative Speec unit. In rmation on
aker
each point can be found in the Characteristics of an E fective
section.
4. Homework: Review the 10 informative speech charact ristics f r the
discussion on Day 2.

Behavioral Objective: Given the teacher's verbal directio
, -list t e ten
informative speech characteristics that we discussed yes erday," s udents will
work as a whole group and will orally state the ten charac eristics li ted on Day
1 with 100'ro accuracy for this lesson.
Lesson Implementation:

1. The students will state the ten rules discussed on Day , and the
write these on the board.
2. In a whole group discussion, the students will give a rat onale for ach of the
ten characteristics. The teacher will give further expl nations 0 those
seemingly necessary based on the students' knowledge. Informa ion can be
found on each of the ten points in the Characteristics f an Effe tive
Speaker section.
3. The teacher will explain the Three Cs (use the ·Charac eristics fan
Effective Speaker," topic #1.) to the class. Students ill take n tes in their
writing journals.
4. Homework: Students will think of 1-2 people to use fo their my tery
person speech. They cannot tell any other students wh their m stery
people are. Also, study the 3 Cs for a possible quiz on ay 3.

Behavioral Objective: Given the teacher's verbal direction "choose ne mystery
person and write down his/her nameand 1-2 reasons about why you ould like to
research and present information about this person," each tudent ill
independently write the name and 1 or more rationale poin on why he student
would like to study the person for this lesson.
I

Lesson Implementation:
i
1. Quiz on the Three Cs. (Directions: List the 3 Cs and 4efine eac of them
in complete sentences, 1 point for each ·C," 2 points f01 each defnition in a
complete sentence; 9 points total)
2. Discuss the importance of organization (see the ·Chara teristics of an
Effective Speaker," topic #4). The mystery person s ech shou d follow
this format (pass out the Organization Handout to stu ents):
• Attention-getter opening with brief introduction to the pers n's
historical significance.
• Discussion of the person's birth (location) and life g ing chro ologically
from his/her birth, childhood, young adulthood, mid Ie ages, 0 elderly
ages and death. This should include information ab ut the pe son's
family, friends, hobbies, important accomplishment and soci tal
contributions, and personal influences.
• Discussion of how the person's contributions affect d socie and
possibly the student himself.
• Conclude speech with summary of Significant points and the ystery
person's major contributions. Offer opportunity fo audienc to ask
questions about the mystery person. (Students m guess th person's
name after all questions have been asked.) .
!

3. Homework: Have students write the name of the pers n whom t ey would
like to present information about and 1-2 reasons for hy they ould like to
study that person.

Behavioral Objective: Given 7 general research questions ab ut a pers n, each
student will independently choose and research information 0 a person and will
answer 5 or more of the questions in an informative speech.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Collect and approve the names of the people each student wants to se for their
mystery person speech.
2. Review the speech organization.
3. Discuss the sources that may be used for the mystery pe son resea ch.
• classroom books, biographies, credible magazines, inte net rese rch. CD Rom
information, encyclopedias, first person accounts fro a histori n/expert on
the person, etc.
4. Discuss the meaning of a credible source (i.e., Time maga ine as opp sed to
People magazine.)
.5. Discuss where the students can research their informati n.
• Library, school library, internet, electronic library, ER C, CD Ro
Encyclopedias, reference books, etc.
Day 5 - Day 8
Behavioral Objective: Given 45 minutes a day and 7 questio to resea ch, each
student will choose a mystery person and will research infor ation on t at person
answering 5 or more of the questions from 3 or more differe t types 0 sources
during 3 school days.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Review the types of sources students can use and the loc tions for
those sources.
2. On Day 5, give students the handout listing the 7 researc questio
that students may answer 5 or more of the 7 questions, a d they m
additional information about their mystery person into th informa
3. Allow students 45 minutes to find 3 or more various type of sourc
information on their mystery people.
4. Day 8 Homework: Have 5 or more of the 7 research ques ions ans
format for review by the teacher.
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Behavioral Objective: Given an informative speech
verbal directions to write the introduction for the
students will independently write one of the three
introduction to their mystery person's significance
lesson.

organizer a
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Lesson Implementation:
1. Check to make sure each student has 5 or more of the 7 r
researched from 3 or more credible sources.
2. Review the speech organizer from Day 3 with the students Discuss rganizing
the research found from the previous 3 days into the spee h outline.
3. Give students duration of the class period to write the int duction or their
informative speeches on their mystery person.
Day 10 - Day 11
Behavioral Objective: Given an informative speech organizer a d the tea her's
verbal directions to write the body for the mystery person s ech, the tudents
will independently write the three body points of the mystery person s ech (early
- mid - death key points on the mystery person's life) and stu nts will rite 2-3 or
more of the person's major contributions and influence on soci ty for t 0 school
days.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Review the body segments of the speech organizer.
2. Give students approximately 10 minutes on Day 10 to have partner
introduction statements.
3. Give students the duration of the class time to work on th body of

dit the
he speech.

Day 12 - Day 13
Behavioral Objective: Given an informative speech organizer nd the t
verbal directions to write the conclusion for the mystery pers n speech
students will independently write the conclusion statement of their mys
speeches and will include a review of the major speech points nd will e
speech with an attention-getter during two consecutive schoo days.

cher's
the
ery person
the

Lesson Implementation:
1. Review the speech organizer, specifically what is included n the con lusion
segments.

,

!
I

2. Give students approximately 20 minutes to edit a partner's !bOdYSec ions of the
speech.
!
3. Give students the duration of the class time to work on th, conclusio section
of the speech.
I

I

Day 14

Behavioral Objective: Given a mystery person speech rubric a d the tea her's
verbal directions to observe a model speech and grade it using the rubri ,each
student will watch the teacher's model speech and will grade t at speec using the
speech rubric filling in 100CYo of the rubric for this lesson.
Lesson Implementation:.
1. Hand out a copy of the mystery person speech rubric to ea h studen .
2. Discuss what each section means, have students give exam les when
appropriate, and explain the grading system (some sections are wort 1 point
total, others worth 2 points - total, the speech is worth 2 points.)
3. Teacher gives model speech on a mystery person, (Anne F nk exam Ie speech
included) and the students must critique the speech using he rubric Teacher
may choose to make specific mistakes to demonstrate wha such mis akes look
like to the audience.
4. Discuss the grading of each point on the rubric by the stu ents, fill in the
students' average point total for each section and give the teacher's model
speech a final grade.
5. Discuss what the teacher could have done better in his s
him a better grade.
6. Homework: Students should practice speech with 1 perso
hem fill
ech rubric
out the practice page for improvements. Students should
as a guideline for what to improve.
Day 15
Behavioral Objective: Given 6 notecards and the teacher's ve bal direc ion to write
key words and phrases on the notecards (one for each sectio on the s ech
organizer), each student will independently write the key wor sand phr es for the
introduction section, the 3 body sections, the 1 contribution s ction, an the
conclusion section with 100CYo accuracy in the organization of he ideas f r this
lesson.
I
I

Lesson Implementation:
i
1. Handout 6 notecards to each student. Discuss that each otecard rfpresents
one of the sections on their speech organizers.
I
I

t
I

!

I

I

I

I
i

l
I

j

2. Explain to students that they must write down key words, dates, and hroses
only on the note cards - they cannot read off of the notecards during heir
speeches.
3. Review the key words, dates, and phrases that the teacher included or his
speech notecards from the model speech.
4. Give students duration of time to work on their notecards.
Day 16 - Day 17
Behavioral Objective: Giventhe teacher's direction to practice the demonstration
speech with three different partners and to use the partners' suggestions to
improve the speech, each student will orally practice giving his speech with three or
more partners uSing 8 or more of the speech rules for two school days.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Have students sign up for speech dates.
2. Review the speech rules with students orally and write them on the board.
Discuss the Mystery Person Speech Rubric, and what is expected for the
speeches.
3. Review with students how to fill in the speech practice page, and divide the
class into groups of 4.
4. Have the students practice and critique each other's speeches.
5. Homework: Students must practice their speeches 2 time.1 with two different
people outside of school. Their practice speeches must belcritiqued Ibythose
observers using the practice pages. Students may keep a 40py of the rubric for
assistance in improvingtheir speeches.
I
Day 18 - Day 20
,

Behavioral Objective: Given 3.:5 minutes to present a speech pnd the speech
outline, each student will orally present an informative speec~ about a ,ystery
person using one or more visual aid and a costume and will me~t 12 or more of the 15
criteria on the mystery person speech rubric for this lesson.
i
Lesson Implementation:
1. Orally review the speech rules as a whole group.
2. Students begin giving their informative speeches in the 0 der that they Signed
up for, and the teacher grades each speech with the mys ery person speech
rubric.
3. After every speech has been given, the teacher will retur the speech rubrics
to the students.
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Informative
Speech Unit:
Mystery Person
I

,
,

i

R ules for a Good Informative Speech about a Mystery Person
1.

I
,

2.

I

3.

I

4.

I

I

5.

I

i

6.

7.
I

8.
!

9.
,

10.
I

The Three Cs of Public Speakin

1.

-----------------------------r----~----

2.

-r

3.

~----~--..--

~--..--

I

Quiz: The Three Cs
Lis t the Three Cs and in complete sentences def ine eecl one.

1.

2.

I

I

3.

Informative

Speech about a Mystery person:
Speech Organization
I

1

Attention-getter
(question, quote,
surprising statement)
2. Brief introduction to the
person's historical
significance.

'i'

3.

4.

Discuss person's
birth place, early
childhood, family,
fun & hobbies,
early influences
(if any).

~-r----~'r
6.

7.

8.

9.

Discuss person's
mid-life situation;
where slbe lived,
worked, influences
on himlher, family,
friends, etc.

~/v

Discuss the person's
major contributions to
society.
Discuss how the person's
contributions were
important, and how they
possibly affect us today.

Conclusion statement - review some major
points of the speech, wrap up the loose
ends
End with a statement that will keep the
audience thinking (question, quote,
surprising statement)

5.

Discuss person's
later lifestyle;
include where
s/he lited,
worked, family,
death, etc.

My Mystery Person

s

My first choice for the Mystery Person Speech

.
I would like to research and present a speech on this pelrson
because

I
I

I

i

My second choice for the Mystery Person spee1h is

-----------------------------1----------...·
I would like to research and present a speech 0' this pe rson
because
I,

i

:
I

I,

Mystery Speech Sources

How many sources are required for your informative speech>

Give an example of a credible and a non-credible source.

I

Why should your sources be credible?

I
I

I

i

I
I

Below list the different
I

sources from which you may ge-l your

information for your mystery Person speech.

Mystery Person Research
Use these questions as a guide for collecting informa ion abo t your
mystery person. In your speech, you will be expecte to discuss at least
5 of these questions, in addition to any other inform tion you would like
to share about your person.
1. What major contributions did your mystery person offer to ociety?
2. How did those contributions affect society?
3. What era/time is your person from?
4. Where did your person live?
5. What did your person do for fun, to relax, or for a obby?
6. What influenced your person to choose his/her ca er path?
7. How does this person's contributions affect/influe

ce you today?

Informative Speech about a Mystery Person:
Speech Organization

NAME

Speech Practice
I practiced my speech with:
3 Positive Things I Did.

3 Things I Need to I mprove.

1.

1.

2.

2.
I

!

3.

3.

I practiced my speech with:
3 Positive Things I Did.
1.

3 Things I Ne ed to Irnprove.
1.

I

I

2.

2.

i
I

I

,

3.

3.

I

!

I
,

Use this rubric as the basis for your grade. If somcc=nc~~s to grade the speech
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POINTS

AREA OF SPEECH
Attention-getter is used
at be
OfSDeeCh
Voice is loud
and clear
Costume is appropriate
to character
Rate of speech - pace yourself
for 3-5minute speech
Use appropriate gestures,
avoid ~.
.zestures
Show expression/enthusiasm
while
Appear comfortable and
confident in material knowledge
Maintain eye contact
with whole audience
Note cards used appropriately
(Do not read from them!)
Avoid distracting phrases
("urn," "you know," "like," "or")
Use of voice inflection
(Not a monotone voice)
Speechiso~ed
and not erratic
Ideas are stated clearly
(Clarity)
Speech is concise
(No Rambling)
Speech is complete
(Ideas are fully discussed)

0.5

0
0

0.5

I.

1

0

0.5

I
I

0

0.5

\
I

0

0.5

0

0.5

0

1

0

0.5

0

0.5

0

0.5

0

0.5

2

1

2

1

2

0

1

2

0

1

2

0
1

0
I

Teacher Comments:

I

I

Final Grade:

120 Points
I

A 18-20

B 16-17.5

C 14-15.5

D 12-13.5

F 11.~ or less
I
I

I
I

I

Persuasive Speech Unit
SECTION 4 CONTENTS
1. Unit Plan
2. Daily Lesson Plans
3. Teacher's Model Speech
4. Speech Packet: Persuasive Speech
5. Diskette:

Teacher's PowerPoint Model Speech

Unit Plan: Persuasive Speech
1. Rationale: The purpose of this unit is to teach students ho to prepare, write,
and give a persuasive speech. The ability to argue an opinio with credible and
valid support is extremely important for any student to be ble to do in daily
life. Choosing one side while recognizing the other's point f view is a large part
of successful communication, thus, this unit focuses on tea hing students how to
identify·a point of view and support it in an organized man r.
2. Objective: Given a persuasive speech outline and 3-5 minu es, each srudent will
choose a position on an issue and will write and orally prese t a persuasive
speech, which includes a thesis argument, 3 or more suppo ing point$ with
elaboration, recognition or 1 or more opposing points of vie , and a cqnclusion
accuracy as based on the Persuasive Speech Rubric for this uni+i

sox

3. Pre/Post Assessment:
•

•

I

Pre-Assessment: On the first day that this unit is pr1nted,
students will
be asked as a whole group to determine what should be ncluded i~ the
organization of a persuasive speech. Since two speech will have already
been given by each student, the focus of this unit will b on theiriknowledge
and application of the organization of a speech.
Post-Assessment: Students will be evaluated on their a ility to write,
organize, and present a 3-5 minute persuasive speech u ing the Persuasive
Speech Rubric.

i

4. Vocabulary and Decoding:
There is no vocabulary to be taught in this unit. In place 01[ vocabulary,
emphasis will be placed on the organization and presentation of the persuasive
speech. The rules for speech presentation learned in the previously taught two
units will apply, as well.
5. Resources/Special Activities:
Students will receive a Persuasive Speech Packet in which ~hey will keep notes
and research during this unit. Students will also observe a model speech by the
teacher which they will critique using the persuasive speech rubric. The
students will also be required to incorporate technology into their speeches by
using Microsoft PowerPoint. Finally, students will participate in partner
activities during which they will practice their speeches, a~d they will give their
persuasive speeches in front of the entire class at the end of the unit.
I

Daily Lesson Plans

Behavioral Objective: Given the directions, -list as many spe ch chara teristics
as you can," the students will work as a whole group and will 0 ally stat 12 or
more of the 15 speech characteristics discussed in the previ us two s
ch unit
for this lesson.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Introduce to the students and give an overview of the Pe suasive
Unit.
• Why study persuasive speech?
• When do we use persuasive strategies?
I
• Overview of the unit, including discussion about tech~ology inc rporation
2. Review the speech characteristics by having students o~lIy list as many as
they can in a whole group. For list of all characteristics,lsee the
demonstration speech rubric in Section 2. Discuss and rfview eac
characteristic with the students as they state them.
3. Discuss with students their use of graphic organizers in the two p evious
speeches; did these help? In what way? Why should we always us them?
4. Have students brainstorm a list of what would be includ~d in a per uasive
speech organizer. (Goal is for the teacher to get an inf rmal unde standing
of where the students are in their understanding of how an organi er should
look/work.)
I

I

!

Day 2
Behavioral Objective: Given a persuasive speech organizer and/the direc ions to
identify what would go in each box, each student will use the t~acher's g .idance in
large group discussion to define the purpose of the boxes on t~e graphiclorganizer
with 100% accuracy for this lesson.
,;
Lesson Implementation:
1. Review yesterday's discussion regarding why the students use a grap
organizer for their speeches.
2. Using the teacher's copy of the persuasive speech graphic ~rganizer nd a blank
overhead of it, give each student a blank copy of the organizer and f II in the
purpose of each box with the students. Discuss how the 0ranizer la' s out the
speech in an appropriate manner, and discuss why/how a saker
wou d talk
about the points defined in the organizer.
r

!

3. Discuss with students the possible speech topics list included in their
ckets.
4. Homework: Using list, identify the top 3 topics students wou,ldlike to se for
their persuasive speeches.

Behavioral Objective: Given a worksheet requiring students to
source of support and requiring students to identify 7 or more
that can be used, each student will work with a partner to write
definition and 5 or more types of sources for this lesson.

efine a c dible
pes of s urces
the corre t

I

Lesson Implementation:
~'
1. USingwhatever system the teacher desires, have students sIgn up for their
speech topics (one suggestion would be to let the students ho have b n most
successful in their behavior plans choose first, as a positive ccnseque ce for
good behavior).
2. Review the purpose and necessity for the graphic organizer.
3. Discuss sources
• Credibility (see Section 1, topic #9)
• Need 3 different types of sources or more for this spe ch (i.e., al
information cannot come from various encyclopedias, or from just he
Internet)
,
• Have students work with partners to define a credible source (re iew from
previous unit) and to identify as many as 7, no fewer than 5 types f sources.
• Discuss the students' results as a whole group after giving them
approximately 10 minutes to complete the packet worksheet.
4. Discuss the persuasive speech rubric with the students (corY for the is at the
end of their packets.)
,
5. Model a persuasive speech using the "Teacher's Model Speech" from ection 4.
Have the students critique your presentation using the rubric.
• Discuss the students' results upon completion of your model spee h.
• Discuss how the scores could have been better.
I

Day 4 - Day 6
Behavioral Objective: Given 40 minutes and a library setting, each stud nt will
choose sources of varying types to use as the body and support of their persuasive
speeches for 3 or more sources over 3 consecutive days.
:
I

I

Lesson Implementation:
1. Take the students to the library to research their speech itopics.
2. Students may get information from any credible source.

3. Students may choose to copy the information from the sources by han
photocopier, or by printer, or they may choose to check out ~he sourc
the library.
'
4. Check each student's research to make sure that they have 3 or more
and differing sources.
5. Homework: Fill in the introduction and t of the body of the speech or
using the research

,witha
from
redible
nizer

Day 7 - Day 8
I

Behavioral Objective: Given basic verbal and written instructior/ls on how 0 use
Microsoft PowerPoint, and given the prompt to locate and define the purp se/use
of various PowerPoint tools, each student will work with partner~ and tak notes on
the new information they find out about how to use PowerPoint for 4 or ore new
skills not written on the PowerPoint instructions over 2 school qbys.
!

Lesson Implementation:
1. Finish checking each student's research to make sure they Have 3 or ore
credible and differing sources.
2. Briefly introduce students to the new skill of PowerPoint.
3. Give a model speech using PowerPoint (diskette enclosed in this binde , as well
as the slide layout and major points.)
I
4. Discuss with students:
I
• Why use technology in a speech?
• How does PowerPoint help a speaker?
• How does PowerPoint help the audience?
5. USingthe PowerPoint instructions from Section 1, topic #11, explain 0 students
the very basics of using this program. (Givestudents Q copy these di ections.)
6. Direct students to worksheet in packet that asks different question about the
tools and procedures in PowerPoint. Assign students partners and co puters to
answer 4 or more questions on this worksheet over the course of 2 dPys.
7. Homework: Write information into the remaining boxes o~ the grapliC
organizer using the research.

of

Day 9
Behavioral Objective: Given a persuasive speech organizer and the teac
directions to write an attention-getter and the introduction for the pe
speech, each student will independently write one of the three attentio
and a brief introduction/overview to the persuasive speech with 100'Yo
content for this lesson.

I

er's verbal
suasive
-gettters
ccuracy in

Lesson Implementation:
I
1. Check to make sure each student completed the graphic organizer.
'
2. Give students the duration of the class period and directions to comPl1te the
attention-getter and introduction portion of the speech.
i
3. Homework: Finish the attention-getter and introduction sections of t1e speech.

I

Day 10 - Day 11

,

,

Behavioral Objective: Given the persuasive speech organizer and the tea her's
verbal directions to write the body for the persuasive speech, each stude twill
independently write three persuasive ideas with 1 or more example of sup ort for
each idea, and 1 opposing idea that is supported but also fairly qrgued by he author
with all of the speech content information present over 2 consecutive d s.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Give students approximately 10 minutes to have a partner edit the int oduction
sections of the speech on Day 10.
2. Review the requirements for the body section. of the speech (3 pers;ive
ideas,
one or more example of support for each idea, 1 opposing idea with su port
example, and the opposing idea is fairly argued).
3. Give students the duration of Day 10 and all of Day 11 to complete th body
section independently.
4. Homework for both days: Work on and complete the body iections 0 the
speech.
I

Day 12 - Day 13:
Behavioral Objective: Given a persuasive speech organizer and the teac er's verbal
directions to write the conclusion for the persuasive speech, each student will
independently write the conclusion statement and will include d review o~ the main
argument with an attention-getter for an ending statement during 2 scheol days.
I

Lesson Implementation:
1. Give students 30 minutes to have a partner edit the body sections 0 the
speech.
2. Review the requirements of the conclusion (review the main argumen and end
with an attention-getter to leave the audience thinking through the ery end of
the speech).
;
3. Give students the duration of Day 12 and all of Day 13 to complete t~e
conclusion.
!
4. On Day 13, teacher begins 1:1 conferencing with students about thei speeches,
sources, organization (only if the student has completed his speech)
I

Day 14
Behavioral Objective: Given a practice improvement worksheet nd the t cher's
directions to practice the persuasive speech with one or more
ners an 0 use
the partner's suggestions for improvement to improve the speec , each st dent will
orally practice his speech with one or more partner earning 16 h pothetica points
or more on the persuasive speech rubric.
Lesson Implementation:
1. Divide the class into groups of 4 students.
2. Direct the students to pair off with one other person in the roup at time and
to edit their paper for grammar, organization, and any other suggestio for
improvement for the duration of the period.
3. Continue 1:1conferencing with the students on their comple ely writt n out
speeches.
4. Homework: Practice speech at home with someone one time.
improvement page, and aim for a grade of 16 points or more
Day 15 -17
Behavioral Objective: Given the teacher's and students writte instructi ns on how
to use PowerPoint, and given 40 minutes per day, each student ill indepe dently
organize a 3 slide or more and 3 template or more presentuticnrto suppor his/her
persuasive speech over 3 school days.
:

Behavioral Objective: Given a PowerPoint presentation for support, the persuasive
speech rubric, the practice improvement worksheet, and the t~acher's irections to
practice the speech with one or more partners in class, each s~udent wil practice
his speech with one or more partners for two school days.
i
I

Lesson Implementation:
1. Divide students into groups of 3.
I
2. Direct students to present their speech uSingthe PowerPoint presentcticn with
their two partners. Partners should critique the speech using ,the speech rubric
as a guide, and should offer 3 positive comments and 3 improvement co~ments
on the practice improvement worksheet.
I.·
3. Give students the duration of the class period to practice.
I
4. Day 18: Sign up for speech presentation dates.
I
I
5. Homework: Practice the speech with 2 people using the pract/ice impro~ement
worksheet (one each night).
.'
Day 20-22
Behavioral Objective: Given a persuasive speech outline, a Powe oint pr
and 3-5 minutes, each student will choose a position on an issue nd will wri
orally present a persuasive speech, which includes a thesis argu ent, 3 or
supporting points with elaboration, recognition or 1 or more oPPOing point
and a conclusion 80% accuracy as based on the Persuasive Speec Rubric f
unit.

ntation,
e and
ore
of view,
r this

I

Lesson Implementation:
~
I
1. Students will give their persuasive speeches using their Pow rPoint
presentations in the order they signed up for, with the teac er gradin the
speeches using the persuasive speech rubric.
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Persuasive
Speech
Unit

Name:

Speech Sources

1.

Write the definition of a credible source in a complete sentence.

2.

Identify 5 or more types of sources you can use for your persuasive speech
that are credible.

3. My three (or more) credible sources are (write the title and author's name):
1.

2.

3.

Persuasive Speech Topic Suggestions
POLICIES FOR DECISION-MAKING GROUPS:
• Congress should ban all guns and assault weapons
• All corporations should be required to provide on-site day care for their
employees' children
• College football should change to a playoff system
• Car manufacturers should be required/not aliowed to equip all new automobiles
with dual airbags
• Individuals should be allowed to receive public aid for longer than/no longer
than 2 years
• All schools and universities should be allowed to expel students who make racial
slurs condoning violence toward ethnic and minority groups
• The United States should require all schools to lengthen/shorten the school
year
• Spanish should be made the official second languageof the United States
• The record industry should not allow musicians to sell violence-filled songs
• The police should not be allowed to ticket a person for jay-walking
POLICIES FOR INDIVIDUALS TO ADOPT
• You should buy only dolphin-safe tuna
• You should sponsor a child in an underdeveloped country through a program such
as Save the Children
• Dennis Rodmanshould be allowed to dress/act any way he chooses while playing
professional basketball
• There should be no curfew for minors
• You should floss your teeth regularly
• You should take Vitamin C at the first sign of a cold
• Teachers should be paid and respected more
• Daily exercise programs should be stricter and harder in public schools
• You should register to vote when you are 18 years old
• You should become fluent in at least one foreign language
• Elementary schools should require students to take Spanish
• You should be able to work earlier than the age of 15

Adapted from Clark, R.A., and C. Adasiewicz, Principles of Effective Public
Speaking, (Champaign: Stipes Publishing Company,1996) 177.

My Top 3 Possible Speech Topics

1.

2.

3.

My actual speech topic is:

_

Persuasive Speech Organizer
1.
2.
3.

8.
9.

Idea of
explanation! support.
One or more examples
for elaboration on this
idea.

Attention-Getter (Question, Quote,
Surprising Statement)
Your position on the topic.
Overview of what will be discussed in
the speech.

4.
S.

Idea of
explanation! support.
One or more examples
for elaboration on this
idea.

10. One or more opposing argument to
your thesis discussed.
11. Support for the opposing argument
with specific example.
12. Discussion of why this opposing
argument is not right/correct when
compared to your own opinion.

"

13. Conclusion
•
Review your main argument.
•
Statement of why the audience
should agree with you.
•
Wrap up the speech with a
Q,Q,S.

6.
7.

Idea of
explanation!support.
One or more examples
for elaboration on this
idea.

Persuasive Speech Organizer

••
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Kelli Klein

The Components of
a Good Speech
anizing & Accessorizing
Presenting It

Let'svW'rap This Up!
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